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                                                             I Can Do It!
One important area of research that should impact early childhood
classrooms is the idea of learning orientations and how they are formed.
Educational researchers distinguish "mastery orientation" from "learned
helplessness orientation" (Dweck & Leggett, 1988).  The child with a
mastery orientation seeks challenging tasks and responds to failure with
more strategies and effort.  On the other hand, the child with a learned
helplessness orientation worries that failure or even a lot of effort is
evidence of not being smart.  If success does not come right away, they
conclude, "I can't do it."   When we consistently praise a child's effort, we
are much more likely to see persistence and problem solving.  The songs
"I Can Do It" and "I'm Gonna Find a Way" help the child internalize
mastery self talk that reinforces problem solving, persistence and self-
esteem that can be sustained even in the face of difficulty.

This song, "I Can Do It" encourages children to encourage themselves
through problem-solving, persistence and self-esteem.  This song
promotes the important behaviors of initiative indicated by the DECA
program including;

· Do things for himself/herself 

· Keep trying when unsuccessful (act persistent)

· Say positive things about the future  (act optimistic) 

Lyrics                                   

Hello boys and girls, it so good to see your face,
I love to come to this happy place.
Where we sing and laugh and learn and play.
Let's put one thumb up, two thumbs ups, 
Point to your-self and say, 
I can do it, I can do it, I can do it.
I put my heart and my mind to it, and I can do it.
I can tie my shoes, read my books, sing the alphabet through.
I can write my name, write my numbers, there's tons that I can do.
Like be kind to my friends.
I can do it, I can do it, I can do it.
I put my heart and my mind to it, and I can do it.  I can do it.
What I tell myself is a powerful thing, 
Turns night to day, winter to spring.
When I start to feel it in my heart and hear it in my mind,
When I hear it in my mind, I find that I can do it.
I can do it, I can do it.
I put my heart and my mind to it, and I can do it.
I can do it, I can do it!
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Setting Up the Song - Discussion Tips                                   

· Ask children, "What is something special that you can do?"

· "Can you think of something you were scared to try, but you told
yourself 'I can do it' and you tried it anyway?"

Dance and Movement Tips                                                     

· As the song begins children can march in place or around in a circle

· During the lyrics "I can do it" children can point both thumbs to
themselves

· During the lyrics "I put my heart and mind to it" children can point to
their chest and head

How and When To Use the Song                         

· All the time - whenever children are trying something new or
problem solving.

· This should be a song that children "over learn", so that they sing this
to themselves almost unconsciously.

Associated Activities                                                                        

The "I Can Do It" Cape - Young children yearn to be superheros.  Talk to
children about superheros being powerful and not quitting when times
get tough.  When a child perseveres in accomplishing a task, they may
wear the "I Can Do It" cape.

Puzzle Praise - For a child who may have difficulty with persistence
offer him a simple puzzle.   Upon completion of the puzzle praise him by
saying, "You can do it, you can do a puzzle with 5 pieces."  As the days go
on introduce a puzzle with seven pieces.  Upon completion praise him
by saying, "You can do it, you can do a puzzle with 7 pieces, you worked
so hard!" Sam
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Partnering With Families                                                

Either through a brief take-home note, a parent newsletter, or a parent
night presentation, show parents the importance of praising effort
rather than intelligence and how that leads to improved confidence and
initiative.  

Families and children can make an "I Can Do It" scrapbook page with
cut-out symbols of things the child has learned.  A basketball, a mixing
bowl, a tied shoe, etc.  are symbolic of skills learned through hard work
and persistence.

Using Literature                                                

From Head to Toe, by Eric Carle
All By Myself, by Aliki
Pete's Chicken, by Harriet Ziefert
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